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Base Copilot 26 
The Copilot 26 basically comes with a number of standard parts. These parts 
are marked with an S-Symbol in front of this specific part. The Copilot 26 will 
be provided with these parts if no other option from this category has been 
selected. For the complete description of the standard parts we refer to the 
specifications. Below you will also find all possible options and accessories.

Pricelist Copilot 26

Make the tricycle Copilot 26 even more personal? Special adjustments are possible on request!
The mentioned prices are exclusive VAT, delivery ex works. The prices are valid from January 1, 2023 
and replace all previous price lists. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

Art.nr. Base Price €

426000 Therapeutic tandem Copilot 26 4.291

426031 -

426030 -

426039

- Frame, color white (RAL9016)
- Frame, color pearl dark grey (RAL9023)
- Custom RAL color (excl. fluorescent colors), additional charge 232

Art.nr. Drive options driver Price €

429800 Without electrical support -

426120 -

426111
- 8 speed hub with pedal brake (Shimano Nexus)
- 7 speed hub freewheel (Shimano Nexus) 128

429802 Pedal support PAS-vario Bafang (pedalling along mandatory)* 2.927

401930 - Battery Bafang 43V 450Wh rack type -

401932 - Battery Bafang 43V 750Wh rack type 297

401927 - Display Bafang monochrome incl. server buttons -

401972 - Display Bafang color incl. server buttons 66
* Including hydraulic rim brakes, freewheel rear and a 7 speed hub. Pay attention! The rare brakes will be cancelled if you choose the electric drive.

Art.nr. Drive options co-driver Price €

490005 Front pedals with fixed transmission -

490001 Freewheel for front pedals 300

490002 Shiftable freewheel for front pedals 616

Art.nr. Handlebars co-driver Price €

401424b Handlebar, children's model -

401417b Handlebar, v-model handlebar, high 20

Art.nr. Stems co-driver Price €

409038b Ergonomic stem, length 180 mm (body height to 160 cm) -

409039b Ergonomic stem, length 300 mm (body height from 160 cm) 56

Art.nr. Other handlebar attachments co-driver Price €

401604b Bicycle clock, standard black -

426827b Bicycle clock, type Decibel -

432686b Bicycle clock, children's model -

426959b Rotation clock 15
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Art.nr. Seats co-driver Price €

402860b Gel seat, unisex -

427175b Children's model seat, Selle Royal -

401637b Velo Plush seat 47

418265b Wide seat 68

426897b Banana seat (not suitable with T-model seat post) 49

418266b Puch seat 99

Art.nr. Seat posts co-driver Price €

409033b Aluminium seat post, length 350 mm (inner leg length 760-960 mm) -

409041b Aluminium seat post, length 250 mm (inner leg length 610*-810 mm) -

432059b Suspension seat post, length 350 mm (inner leg length 760-910 mm) 56

401591b T-seat post, length 400 mm (inner leg length 740-1020 mm) 73

401592b T-seat post, length 300 mm (inner leg length 720-910 mm) 56

490020b Lower the seat post by 5 cm (post mounted on the frame) (inner leg length 560 mm) 67
* The specified length is possible in combination with crank shorteners

Art.nr. Trunk support Price €

409010 Backrest with hip belt, incl. adaption 309

409011 Hip and lumbar support, with 2 straps, adaptable in all directions, incl. adaption 425

Art.nr. Pedals co-driver Price €

401645 Pedal set -

426994 Balance pedals (not suitable with footrest/ forefoot support), per pair 41

426929 Forefoot support, left (toeclip) 30

426930 Forefoot support, right (toeclip) 30

Art.nr. Foot support Price €

426934 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (17 x 6 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 94

426935 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (17 x 6 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 94

426936 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (19 x 7 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 112

426937 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (19 x 7 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 112

426938 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (22 x 8 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426939 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (22 x 8 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426940 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (24 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426941 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (24 x 9 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 120

426986 Pedal extender, left 63

426987 Pedal extender, right 63

432750 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, left (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 98

432751 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, right (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 98

426975 Crank shortener set (reduces inner leg length with 2,5 cm or 5 cm) 40

Art.nr. Stems driver Price €

426806 Lenkervorbau, Länge 300 mm -

406142 Ergonomischer Lenkervorbau mit Schnellspanner 113
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Art.nr. Other handlebar attachments driver Price €

401604h Bicycle clock, standard black -

426827h Bicycle clock, type Decibel -

426960 Rearview mirror left, adjustable 38

426965 Rearview mirror right, adjustable 38

Art.nr. Seats driver Price €

402860h Gel seat, unisex -

401637h Velo Plush seat 47

418265h Wide seat 68

426837h Female seat, leather version 172

426836h Male seat, leather version 172

426830h Skirt seat 49

Art.nr. Seat posts driver Price €

432059h Suspension seat post, 350 mm (inner leg length 770-930 mm) -

401596h Aluminium seat post, 400 mm (inner leg length 770-1030 mm) 77

401591h T-model seat post, 400 mm (inner leg length 770-1030 mm) 56

Art.nr. Stick holders Price €

400130 Stick holder, two sticks 154

400131 Stick holder, one stick 105

Art.nr. Other adjustments Price €

400055 Cycle computer (display speed, day counter and mileage)* 93

400132 Safety lock AXA Solid 40
* This option is included to the Copilot 24 with electrical support
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